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Abstract: Web services have been introduced about four years ago. 
Standardization is making a lot of progress as well as corresponding product 
support by vendors. We sketch some likely high-level impacts of this technology 
on software in general: On the software representing the environment for executing 
applications, on the software that represents the application itself, and on the way 
of using software.  

1 Introduction 

At its heart Web service technology is about “integration”: Integration across platforms 
and integration across programming artifacts.  

Integration across platforms should facilitate creating a new function within a particular 
application server based on functions existing in other possibly completely different 
application servers (for simplicity we use the term “application server” a bit generous as 
a runtime environment for software functions). “Different application servers” means 
different implementations of the same architecture (e.g. J2EE) by different vendors, or 
application servers of different architectures and programming models but still of similar 
“style” (e.g. J2EE and .Net), or completely different styles of runtime environments (e.g. 
the stored procedure container of a database system and a TP-monitor).  

Integration across programming artifacts should facilitate in a uniform manner the usage 
of or interaction with functions of different kind. For example, this means that the usage 
model of functions implemented as methods of objects and of functions implemented as 
procedures should be identical. Likewise, the client of a function should not need to 
interact differently with that function whether it is running in the same application server 
as the client or whether the function is running in a completely different application 
server hosted by a different enterprise.  
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At the next level of refinement, Web service technology is about virtualization, 
interoperability, and loose coupling. Virtualization allows a client of a function to view 
this function as “just” being a Web service, independent of how the function is 
implemented; the underpinning for this is WSDL. Interoperability allows exchange of 
messages across platforms based on standardized message architecture, processing 
model and fault model; this is based on SOAP. Loose coupling allows a client to choose 
a Web service as late as when actually needed; this is based on policies [WSPF] (and to 
a certain degree on WSDL binding architecture).  

In this manner, Web service technology immediately facilitates creating enterprise 
application integration (EAI) infrastructures by unifying concepts like adapters [Ke02], 
connectors [J2EE], wrappers ([BS95], [MMJ01]) etc. via Web services. I.e. Web service 
technology can be seen as a significant advancement for EAI infrastructures and 
solutions [HW04]. Having in mind the high percentage of a company’s IT budget spend 
on building EAI solutions, the impact of Web services in this area is obvious. 

In the rest of the paper we sketch the influence of Web services on software under three 
aspects: Section 2 describes the architecture of the software stack supporting the use of 
Web services, corresponding standards, and the role of Web Services in Grid 
infrastructures. The structure of software built with Web services as primary artifacts is 
described in section 3. A Web service oriented model for using software is sketched in 
section 4.  

2 Service Bus 

In [L03] we presented a very high-level architecture of a service bus, i.e. the middleware 
supporting interactions with Web services, which is more detailed in this section. In the 
meantime, it is not just our expectation but widespread expectation that products 
implementing a service bus will become mainstream (e.g. [VGH04]). Also, nuclei of a 
service bus implementation are being worked on in open source projects ([WSIF], 
[KKL03] for an introduction into WSIF architecture). 

2.1 The General Architecture 

Figure 1 below depicts the coarse grained architecture of a service bus; the boxes shown 
represent its major building blocks. The transport layer supports connectivity between 
Web services and its clients. Although messages in XML format are of high importance, 
non-XML messages are to be supported by the messaging layer of the bus too, e.g. when 
directly exchanging Java objects between a Java client and a Web service implemented 
in Java residing on the same machine. The description layer deals with metadata required 
to appropriately interact with a Web service, especially information about what 
functionality is provided (interface), how to access this functionality (binding), and other 
of its properties as well as properties of the interaction between client and Web service 
(policy). Directives especially given by policies are realized by the quality of service 
layer; some key aspects are shown like reliable communication, message- as well as 
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session level security, and transactions. The components finally providing the proper 
functionality are residing on top of the stack: Such a component can be atomic (i.e. it is 
opaque hiding any details about its potential ingredients) or composite. Atomic 
components may represent stateful resources. Web services that are composites typically 
expose their state; a composite may be explicitly represented by the predefined 
specification of its composition (choreography) or the composite is dynamically 
managed based on documented behaviour (agreement). Orthogonal to that, Web services 
must be discoverable, and it must be possible to negotiate a mode of interaction between 
a client and a Web service. 
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture of a Service Bus 

It is important to note the role of dynamic binding: Advanced discovery features of the 
service bus environment allow searching for services not only in terms of interfaces they 
support, but also in terms of other properties. These properties are associated with a Web 
service based on policy mechanisms [WSPF], where a policy may specify such diverse 
aspects like transaction support, cost of interaction and mode of billing, or semantic 
descriptions [FHL03]. This way, discovery in “non-IT terms” fosters loose coupling 
allowing to bind a required Web service not earlier than actually needed at runtime.  

Clients and Web services may be operated by different organizations within a company 
or even within different companies. Thus, integration across platforms has to address all 
the problems known when crossing organizational boundaries (e.g. security, trust, 
privacy etc. – see [WSSec]). In this situation, clients and Web services will likely run in 
different service bus implementations of different vendors, i.e. these implementations 
have to interoperate.  

2.2 Standards 

Interoperability in multi-vendor environments implies standardization. A whole series of 
standards, often collectively referred to as Web service stack or simply WS* (because 
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many of these standards begin with a WS prefix), have been proposed. To insure 
standards based interoperability most parties standardizing Web service technology and 
implementing those standards cooperate on that subject under the umbrella of a 
dedicated organization [WS-I]. An important deliverable of this organization is a set of 
so called “profiles” (e.g. [BP-1]): A profile basically is a guideline of how to jointly use 
a subset of Web service standards to solve problems within a particular domain. For this 
purpose, a profile resolves ambiguities of individual standards as well as 
incompatibilities of existing implementations. As a result, interoperability between 
different service bus implementations is achieved base on support of the same profiles. 
This is indicated in figure 2 where two service bus implementations comply with Web 
service standards (WS*) within the bus itself as well as “on the wire”, and where WS-I 
profile(s) compliance ensures interoperability. 

Bus 1 Bus 2
WS-I

WS* WS*

 

Figure 2: The Role of WS-I 

In a nutshell, WS* is overlaying the architecture from figure 1 as follows: The transport 
layer of the Web service stack is based on ubiquitous protocols like HTTP, TCP/IP, 
RMI/IIOP etc. With XML Schema as default type system at the messaging layer, 
interoperability is on a solid base. WSDL is the standard for specifying interfaces of 
Web services and bindings to corresponding implementations. The series of proposed 
policy specifications [WSPF] completes the description layer shown. At the quality of 
service layer a couple of competing specifications have been proposed in the transaction 
and coordination domain, as well as in the area of reliable messaging. Convergence on 
common specifications is needed here to ensure broad interoperability; otherwise, 
interoperability is only realistic between products of vendors supporting the same 
specification.  At the component layer, the resource framework [CCF04a] is likely to be 
generally accepted for dealing with state of non-composite Web services. Web services 
composed via choreographies are likely covered by BPEL [BPEL]. The discovery layer 
is specified via UDDI, metadata exchange, and addressing [WSA] (the latter two 
supporting bootstrapping). 

Sometimes, the large number of specification of WS* is criticised. But this is a result of 
the principles of modularity and composability underlying the creation of these 
specifications: A feature required by more than one specification is factored out into a 
separate specification (modularization) and is used by other specifications for the 
functionality needed (composability). Note, that composability at the message level is 
reflected by the SOAP header architecture: This architecture defines that features from 
WS* specifications requiring a wire representation are reflected as message headers in 
SOAP messages. For example, transaction context is transported via headers, endpoint 
references are mapped to header fields, security information is represented by 
appropriate headers etc. 
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2.3 Grid and Web Services 

Because of the strong aspect of virtualization within the Web service technology stack, 
tight cooperation between the WS* community and the other major community focussed 
on virtualization – the Grid community [GGF] – is only natural. In a nutshell, the Grid is 
about virtualizing IT resources [FK04]: A client requiring resources like compute power, 
storage, bandwidth etc. passes corresponding requests to the Grid middleware. The Grid 
middleware will make the requested resources available independent of where the 
resources reside, or what their detailed characteristics (e.g. processor speed) are etc. For 
this purpose, the Grid middleware has to dynamically discover and bind resources, 
secure access to resources, compose resources etc. – just like the service bus sketched 
above. Thus, work is going on to create a common base of specifications and standards; 
from an implementation perspective the goal is middleware for both purposes. The 
direction for basing Grid computing on Web service (Open Grid Services Architecture 
OGSA) has been sketched in [FNK02].   

Web services as specified by WSDL make no statement about “state” at all. Whether a 
Web service is manipulating some state (like a purchase order service) or not (like a 
calculator service) is not visible at the WSDL level. But Web services representing IT 
resources in a Grid environment typically provide a view on the underlying resource’s 
state as first class citizen: A CPU has a processor speed, available main memory etc. In 
order to reflect this in the WS* stack the resource framework [CFF04a] has been 
proposed; based on this framework, Grid technology and Web service technology can be 
combined [CFF04b].  

In a nutshell, the resource framework specifies how to associate a type of resources with 
a Web service, how to distinguish different resources associated with a Web service, the 
life cycle of resource, etc. [WSRP]. A resource is described by a resource properties 
document (an XML document) that provides a view on the resource’s state. Each 
property is described by a global XML element definition, and the sequence of these 
elements is associated with the port type specifying the interface for manipulating the 
corresponding resource. This way, Web services make the resources they are 
manipulating explicit (for more details see [CFF04a]). On top of this mechanism, other 
features originally motivated by Grid requirements are being standardized (e.g. 
notification capabilities [GNC04]). 

3 Application Structure 

Web service technology pushes flow-based construction of (application) software into 
mainstream. I.e. two-level programming as major paradigm for building Web service 
based applications will likely prevail. As a result, the focus on business processes will 
increase, and in the shape of choreographies they will become tradable artifacts. This 
will urge technologies to ease the customization of the resulting applications. 
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3.1 Two-Level-Programming 

[WR90] introduced the concept of two-level programming in the context of workflow 
technology. [WWC92] used this concept for creating large application systems by 
scripting coarse grained components. [LR97] extended both approaches towards a 
workflow-based programming methodology. In a nutshell, two-level programming 
distinguishes programming-in-the-small from programming-in-the-large (see figure 3): 
Programming-in-the-small is “traditional” programming, i.e. the creation of application 
functions based on “traditional” programming languages like Cobol, C++, Java, C# etc. 
Programming-in-the-large is the “specification” of how individual application functions, 
especially artifacts stemming from programming-in-the-small endeavours, are used to 
build overall applications. Today, the artifacts resulting from programming-in-the-small 
are typically viewed as components. Programming-in-the-large is seen as specifying the 
control- and data flow between components, i.e. as specifying workflows – or modelling 
business processes – the activities of which are implemented by functions offered by 
components [LR00]. Thus, the overall application consists of components and (work-) 
flows (or business process models, respectively). At runtime executing such an 
application requires a workflow system interpreting the flows of the application as well 
as an application server hosting the components of the application. In our context, the 
components are represented as Web services in WSDL, and flows are represented as 
choreographies in BPEL. Thus, as first iteration, an application in a Web service world 
consists of a set of WSDL specifications and BPEL specifications.  

Deployment Service Bus

Flow

Components

Application

Workflow
System

Application
Server

Programming
in the
Large

Programming
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Small

 

Figure 3: Two-Level-Programming 

3.2 Deployment Aspects 

The WSDL specifications of an application are not executable code themselves but 
specify what kinds of functions (i.e. port types in WSDL terminology) are needed by the 
overall application. Similarly, the activities within a choreography specified as a BPEL 
process only refer to the definition of a Web service (port type) that implements the 
required function. Thus, in order to become executable, each activity must be associated 
with a concrete Web service implementing the functions specified by the corresponding 
WSDL (i.e. a port in WSDL terminology). This association is specified during 
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deployment by filling in a deployment descriptor (a concept defined in [J2EE] but used 
in an extended manner here). Consequently, figure 3 explicitly adds deployment as a 
third aspect of two-level-programming. It further shows that the artifacts produced by 
deployment are targeted to the service bus (as detailed next).  
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Application
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Figure 4: Deployment of Web Service Applications 

In figure 4, activity A of a business process is specified to be implemented by an 
operation of a port type pT. When the artifacts of the corresponding application are 
installed in the target environment that has to run the application a concrete 
implementation p of port type pT has to be assigned. This assignment can be done within 
a deployment descriptor based on a locator. Locators can be of several kinds: For 
example, a static locator assigns a fixed port with the port type, or a declarative locator 
assigns a query to the port type. This query is evaluated at runtime to determine a 
corresponding port whenever the workflow engine navigates through the process model 
and reaches A. See [KKL04] for more details of a specific implementation within a 
J2EE-based environment. 

The query of a declarative locator may not only be specified in terms of a port type and 
bindings acceptable for accessing a Web service but also in terms of policies [WSPF]. 
For example, the activity setCreditLimit of a business process is specified to be 
realized by the updateMaximumCredit operation of the customer port type. The 
deployment descriptor specifies that an acceptable implementation of that operation must 
support encrypted messages only, must not audit the use of the operation, and must be 
cheaper than 2 cents. Ports implementing the customer port type may advertise 
corresponding properties as policies. When the workflow engine reaches the 
setCreditLimit activity it simply passes the request to invoke an appropriate 
implementation of this activity to the service bus (together with the actual input data). 
The service bus then determines an appropriate port based on the associated deployment 
descriptor, i.e. based on the locator associated with the customer port type. If more 
than one port qualifies, other criteria are used to select one of them. This way, dynamic 
applications result with loosely coupled Web services.  

3.3 Tradable Artifacts 

Business processes are more and more seen as important assets of a company. Two-
level-programming reflects this by having business processes as explicit artifacts of an 
application. But a complete application generally consists of more kinds of artifacts than 
the before mentioned specifications of required Web services (WSDL) and business 
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processes (BPEL). Additional artifacts like user interfaces (in the form of portlets, e.g.), 
data sources, business rules, message definitions etc. are needed for a complete 
application. To be tradable, the artifacts making up an application need to be grouped 
together and packaged such that they can be transported, installed and deployed.  

In [LRS02] such a grouping has been called a “solution”. Based on the deployment 
mechanisms sketched above, solutions can be customized by associating appropriate 
implementations with the Web services grouped into a solution. The concept of a 
solution has been refined in [BaS04] towards solution “templates” supporting more 
flexibility to allow for customization of the corresponding application. For example, 
customization allows changing business rules guiding the transition from one activity to 
another within a business process, changing the skin of a portlet to fit into a company’s 
user interface theme, or tailoring which steps performed in a business process have to be 
audited and monitored by the runtime environment. But additional flexibility is still 
needed for customizing application: [KB04] argues to explicitly foresee flexibility of 
structural aspects of process models already at modelling time, and a whole research 
branch is focussing especially on being able to change the model even of an already 
running process [RD98], [RDD03]. [AW01] propose an inheritance relationship between 
processes where “subclassed” processes can be changed without violating the contract to 
its users represented by the “superclass” process. Much more research is needed in this 
area to consolidate and combine the various concepts proposed and to define the notion 
of a customizable template representing an overall application.  

4 Utility Computing 

Web services can be accessed over the Internet independent of their location in a secure 
and reliable manner. This way, Web service technology facilitates the use of functions 
hosted by service providers. Since choreographies are themselves Web services even 
complete business processes can be hosted by service providers (see [GCC], for 
example). Since business processes are key artifacts of applications, Web services 
facilitate outsourcing of (parts of) complete applications. Outsourcing is an important 
subject for companies today, promising not only cost savings but also significantly 
improved agility [RW04]. The so-called utility computing model eases outsourcing and 
is likely to become an integral part of information technology [Ra04]. This model allows 
to move application functions to (internal or external) service providers and to pay for 
these functions on a “per use base”. In this section we sketch some usages of Web 
services in utility computing. 

4.1 Provisioning 

When hosting (parts of) an application at a utility provider the application must be 
customized to the outsourcing company’s need and an appropriate environment for 
running the customized application must be set up reflecting non-functional 
requirements. Next, the artifacts making up the application have to be installed, deployed 
and configured. Considering applications as solution templates in the sense of (3.3) will 
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support customization. Setting up the environment can be facilitated by Web service 
technology because the corresponding IT resources are seen as being resource within a 
Grid run by the service provider. The software artifacts to be installed can be considered 
to be resources too managed by containers called “resource managers” that are in turn 
rendered as Web services. Deployment and configuration information is derived from 
requirements and service level agreements negotiated with the utility provider. It is 
interesting to note that choreographies can be automatically generated from all of this 
information that are then run to set up the environment, install, deploy, and configure the 
customized application ([ACG04], [MBC03]).  

4.2 Autonomic Computing 

Once the environment has been set up and the application is in use, the utility provider 
must operate and manage the application, and must make sure that the service level 
agreements are kept. In large environments typically run by utility providers, this would 
be a major endeavour for human beings, i.e. these tasks must be automated as far as 
possible by the IT environment itself in order to be cost effective. Autonomic computing 
(or sometimes called organic computing) initiatives have their origin here.  

At the heart of an autonomic infrastructure is a control loop that monitors the 
environment, analyzes the captured data to detect or predict potential problems, creates 
plans about how to fix the problems, and executes the plans to actually resolve those 
problems. For that purpose, the environment and application artifacts are hosted by 
corresponding resource managers. A resource manager provides the interfaces that 
support monitoring (“sensors”) as well as taking corrective actions (“effectors”) on the 
hosted resources. So-called “autonomic managers” are elements of the overall 
environment that implement such control loops based on the sensors and effectors of 
resource managers (see [St03] for more details). The plans created within the control 
loop are often workflows that are passed to a workflow system to execute the planned 
corrective actions [ACG04]. Policies provide the base for autonomic managers for 
detecting problems and planning corrective actions [DDK04].  

4.3 Role of the Service Bus 

Obviously, a service bus can be seen as the underpinning for creating such an 
environment. The elements of the IT environment required by an application as well as 
artifacts of an application itself are resources as sketched in (2.3), i.e. these elements are 
available via the service bus. Sensors and effectors are Web services that are accessed 
via the bus. Monitoring is supported by Web service based notification technology 
[GNC04]. Choreographies represent plans created to manage the overall environment, 
which in turn use effectors rendered as Web services.  
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5 Conclusion 

We have sketched the architecture of a service bus facilitating integration of both, 
application functions as well as IT resources in heterogeneous multi-vendor 
environments. The structure of applications based on Web service technology has been 
described, which is fundamentally derived from the two-level programming paradigm. 
Such applications can be run based on a utility computing model as finally described. 
This model supports outsourcing of information technology and agility of companies, as 
well as automation of IT infrastructure.  

One aspect of outsourcing is moving the actual development of application functions 
(programming-in-the-small) into low-income countries. This kind of off-shoring might 
have severe socio-political impacts (see [Me04]). Luckily, business processes are often 
seen as corporate assets that must be treated as secrets and, thus, have to be specified 
(programming-in-the-large) in-house. Consequently, programming-in-the-large will 
likely continued to be done in high-income countries, i.e. where corporate headquarters 
are. Since programming-in-the-large and programming-in-the-small require different 
skill sets, the implicit impact of Web services on education must be discussed.  

Not only this way, the two-level-programming paradigm fostered by Web service 
technology further increases the focus on business processes: Business processes are not 
only understood as key assets internal to an enterprise [S01] but also for cross-enterprise 
activities (see [ebXML], [RN], [RNWS], [WSCL] for example). With BPEL as a 
language for choreographies [LR04] widely supported by vendors [BPTc] and 
implemented by products (see [KKL04], for example) business processes will become a 
major aspect of creating applications.  

In [L03] we sketched a lot of tasks that have to be worked on to make the whole vision 
work: Some of these tasks have been addressed in the meantime by researches but many 
are still unsolved. We added some additional tasks in this paper hopefully showing that 
Web service technology is not only an interesting area of development and 
standardization activities but also of thrilling research issues.  
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